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WRADAS AIMS

WRADAS aims to reduce poverty and health 
inequalities with activities aligned to the City 
Mayor’s Tackling Poverty strategy;
 Improving support for people who are living in 

poverty now
Preventing people from falling into poverty in the 

first place.
 Influencing the government and other national 

organisations to get a better deal for Salford 
people.



THREE TEAMS PROVIDING PERSON CENTRED 
HOLISTIC ADVICE & CASEWORK

• Specialist Welfare Rights Officers identify missing/ incorrect 
benefits and tax credits, submit claims, and appeals using a range of 
remedies. We provide appeal representation to the First and Upper 
Tier Tribunal. 

• Specialist Debt Advisers advise on complex, multiple debt focusing 
on citizens with priority debts.  We represent in court possession 
proceedings to prevent homelessness, advise on bankruptcy and as 
Approved Intermediaries arrange Debt Relief Orders.

• Charging Assessment team undertake fair charging assessments for 
non residential care and based in WRADAS to ensure a seamless 
service where missing benefits are identified.



ADVICE PATHWAYS FOCUS ON HEALTH 
INEQUALITIES

Direct appointments for patients of the following GP practices:
 Mosslands Medical Practice

 Lower Broughton Health Centre

 Newbury Green Health Centre

 Langworthy Medical Practice

 Ordsall Health Surgery

 Silverdale Medical Practice

 Springfield Medical Centre

And for:
- People supported by secondary mental health services
- Carers following a Carer’s assessment
- People receiving Direct Payments
- Children young people and Adults with a Learning Disability



WORK IS CROSS CUTTING & CONTRIBUTES 
TO A RANGE OF LOCAL STRATEGIC 

PRIORITIES INLUDING….
• Salford Health and Social 

Care Locality Plan and GM 
Strategic Plan for Health 
and Social Care Devolution

• Homelessness Strategy
• Early Help Strategy
• Suicide Strategy
• Financial Inclusion
• Inclusive Growth
• Affordable Warmth

• Thriving Families
• Adult Safeguarding
• Complex Safeguarding 

including Modern Slavery
• Domestic Abuse
• Community Safety Strategy
• Fairer Charging 
• Salford Employment and 

Skills Strategy





NATIONAL CONTEXT PRE COVID19

 2017 IPPR Report: 946,656 UK households 
experiencing an "income crisis“ unable to meet 2 
bills eg mortgage or rent, energy costs, water rates, 
or council tax 

 84% were unable to save £10 or more per month
 27% of people  on a low income have taken out a 

high interest loan – more than 1 in 5 to pay a 
household bill

 Two –thirds of working age families in poverty are in 
work

 Sainsbury’s Living Well Index; 1 in 4 parents feel 
intensely worried about money or debt



NATIONAL CONTEXT POST COVID19

• The coronavirus outbreak has had profound effects on the UK 
economy and consequences for household finances

• Government made a number of changes to the rules and 
operation of the benefits system, among other measures such 
as the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme. 

• Most of these changes, such as increases to benefit levels and 
the suspensions of work related conditionality, face-to-face 
meetings at Jobcentres and disability benefit reassessments, 
are temporary. 

• Some measures were withdrawn over the Summer of 2020, 
but others have been extended or remain under review for 
example the additional £20 a week for Universal Credit 
claimants.



SERVICE OUTCOMES POST COVID19 

• DWP figures show 30,561 UC claimants in Salford  
(October 2020) compared to a total of 15,462 in 
February 2020. 

• 1,620 residents have received welfare rights advice 
since 23rd March 2020

• 378 individuals have received debt advice which is a 
64% increase on the same period in 2019.

• Trends show a mix of people approaching/referred 
into the service - many had existing benefit and debt 
issues and growing number of enquiries are people 
experiencing income reductions as a result of 
COVID19 job loss/furlough



Thank you.


